
Creating a
Digital Assemblage

Using Pixlr

www.mrsswainsartclass.com



Organise…
1- create a folder on your desktop 
called “Assemblage”

2- photograph your images and 
drawings from your mini- sketchbook 
homework and put them into the new 
folder. (If the images were digital and 
you printed them for the homework 
book, you can use the digital version 
and put that file into the folder) You 
can also add to your images with ones 
from the internet if you wish. 

3- edit your images- crop / flip / rotate 
etc.

4- take / find a photo of you! It should 
be clear, with your whole face in view. 
It should also be a large file- e.g. don’t 
crop a photograph where your face 
was small, this will reduce the image 
quality. 

5- make sure you can get onto the 
internet and access www.pixlr.com (if 
you can’t see your teacher, you may 
have to pop to IT) 

http://www.pixlr.com/


Open www.pixlr.com
Click on the arrows at the bottom

http://www.pixlr.com/


Open Pixlr Editor



Open Image from Computer



Choose the good quality photo of 
yourself



You should now see this… (your 
face though- not mine )



Go to Adjustment, then Hue & 
Saturation



Take the Saturation right down to 
remove all colour



Go to Filter, then Pointinize



Choose a texture- the Large Circles 
works well



If you zoom in, you will see the 
effect of the filter clearly



Go to File, then Save



Save as a PXD – this means you 
can still work on it in Pixlr



Save it in your Assemblage Folder 
so everything is together



Go to File, then Open Image



Choose one of your homework 
images



You now have another window 
open with your chosen image



Use the selection tool to select the 
area you to copy onto your portrait



Go to Edit, then Copy 
(or hold ctrl + c)



Then, make sure you’re on the 
window with your portrait. 
Edit and Paste (or ctrl + v)



Go to Edit then Free Transform to 
adjust the size / rotate. 



Holding shift as you stretch it, holds 
the proportions



Use the Move tool to move it



Close the other window, don’t save 
the changes



The new image is on another layer.
Make sure you are on this layer 

and go to Adjustment, then Color 
Balance



Increase the Red and Green until 
the image has a brownish / vintage 

tint- this is called Sepia



Click on the Toggles and reduce 
the Opacity to make the layer 

transparent



To remove blocks of the image, use 
the Marquee Tool to select the area



Go to Edit, then Cut 
(or ctrl + x)



To remove details / background 
sections, use the wand tool and 
click inside the area you wish to 

remove



Go to Edit, then Cut 
(or ctrl + x)



You can repeat this process to 
remove different sections to reveal 

the layers underneath



Repeat this process and experiment with different 
compositions, opacities, levels of red and green 

and removing sections. 
You can switch which layer your moving / editing 

by selecting it here…



You can duplicate the layer by right 
clicking / two finger clicking on it 
and selecting Duplicate Layer



You can then use the Move Tool and 
Free Transform option to move it, rotate 

it and flip it. This could balance your 
composition



When you are finished, Save as a 
Jpeg and increase Quality to 100



Why a JPEG?

Table source- https://jabimgo.pw/advantages-of-bitmap-pictures.html

https://jabimgo.pw/advantages-of-bitmap-pictures.html


Save it in your Assmblage folder 
and name the file as your name 

and tutor group



Hand in your 
assemblage 

onto the 
Google 

Classroom 
Assignment

(If you have time, 
create a different 

one, experimenting 
further with the 

techniques- TAKE 
RISKS)
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